Candidate 1
Full Stack Developer
Tech Lead & Node/JS
Software Engineer

12 Years of Experience

Professional

Profile
I really appreciate projects where we can develop, deploy and scale infrastructure and code on top
of frameworks or CLI tools such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Serverless Framework (SLS),
Amplify JS and Create-React-App.
Last 3 years I was able to start securing infrastructure and cloud solutions for systems and domains
such as non-profit donations and donors CRM, mental health (Assessments) and health care
(HIPPA). Today I am collaborating on an e-learning product for a Texan Company.
This year I have been investing my time and efforts in architecting, coding and deploying CloudPowered Infrastructure, Environments, and Apps on top of Amazon AWS.
Cloud projects design and deployment strategies that mitigate risk while meeting infrastructure
and React Apps development is my thing.
I am always aware of being employing Serverless, Microservices, and Node/JS patterns while
implementing Cloud-Powered Applications.
In addition to my skills, I offer significant abilities and experience in leading teams to deliver right
on time and successful cloud-powered products and projects.

Skills &

Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•

JavaScript
Node.js
React
AWS Services
Hyperledger Fabric
Angular

Studies
•

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science, Software Engineering, University of Costa Rica

Professional

Experience
Company #1 Tech Lead & Node/JS Full-Stack Developer:
Last 3 years I was able to start securing infrastructure and cloud solutions for systems
and domains such as non-profit donations in a donor's CRM, mental health
(Assessments) and health care (HIPPA). Today I am collaborating on an e-learning
product for a Texan Company.
This year I have been investing my time and efforts in architecting, coding and
deploying Cloud-Powered Infrastructure, Environments, and Apps on top of Amazon
AWS.
Cloud projects design and deployment strategies that mitigate risk while meeting
infrastructure and React Apps development is my thing.
I am always aware of being employing Serverless, Microservices, and Node/ JS patterns
while implementing Cloud-Powered Applications.
In addition to my skills, I offer significant abilities and experience in leading teams to
deliver right on time and successful cloud-powered products and projects.
Company #2 Senior JavaScript Developer:
As a JavaScript Developer, I'm bringing backend and frontend skills to build
architecture and componentry for a rapidly growing platform. This is what I'm currently
doing:
• Designing, developing and maintaining JavaScript Applications.
• Researching technologies like Node, AWS Services, Hyperledger Fabric, Angular
and React.
• Working hands on with designers to turn their vision into reality.
• Stewarding code straight to production while validating high quality and
performance.
• Pitching in wherever we can to make our workplace amazing!
Company #3 Senior Web Developer:
Our main goal was to add product customization to an e-commerce platform. Front-end
users were able to create and checkout their own custom designs. On the other hand,
private Back-end users were able to display and process (approve or reject) all the
orders received.
Automation: The e-commerce catalog was automatically populated (CVS files and
thousands of JPG images) month by month with information extracted from an external
industry leader (t-shirts supplier)

